Aqua Sub Jr.™
9 Gallon Battery Watering Cart - NC5090PN

The Aqua Sub Jr.™ is lightweight and durable! Great for small and medium jobs, the two-wheeled configuration
handles like a piece of luggage. It rolls easily and its flexibility makes it easy to maneuver. The Aqua Sub Jr.™
is easy to transport and there are no power cords to trip over. The direct fill link on the hose delivers the right
amount of pressure required to fill the watering systems quickly and efficiently.

Aqua Sub Jr.™

Part# NC5090PN - 9 gallon battery watering cart with 09FBLUT3 connector

9 gallon (34 L) Capacity - Polypropylene tank is sturdy,

corrosion-resistant and has a large lid for easy filling.
For best results, fill tank with tap water, bottled water or
deionized water from the deionizer.
(Deionizer Part# PW-1800)

Collapsible Handle - The Aqua Sub Jr.™ is portable and

easy to transport. Heavy duty handle is easily secured
using locking pins.

Battery - 12 volt battery is included and mounted under
the tank.

Hose - 8’ (2.4 m) of 3/8” (9.5 mm) braided hose
is included.

Pump - 1.0 G.P.M. diaphragm pump with
in-line fuse.

Wheels - Large wheel base makes it easy to maneuver.
Wheel size: 11 3/4” (298 mm)

Assembly - Use locking pins to secure handle.
Shipping Box Dimensions - 26.5” x 19” x 22.5”

Charger - Matching charger plugs into a 100-240 VAC

50/60 Hz volt power supply. The charger shuts off when
the battery reaches full charge. Contact us if AC voltage
requirements are different.

(673 mm x 483 mm x 558 mm)

Approximate Shipping Weight Empty - 39 lbs. (18 kg)
Warranty - 1 year parts and labor.

Direct Fill Link - Ships with a pressure regulator and

09FBLUT3 connector. Competitor connectors available
upon request.

Manual Watering Gun - Available upon request for
manual watering (Part # NC5090PN-MAN).
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